Approximate Quilt Sizes and Jelly Roll Quantities Needed to Make 3-Dudes Inspired “Diamond Blocks”

The rule of thumb I used here is that 8 strips (4 of each color) = 5 "diamond" blocks (each made up of 4 smaller blocks). From each set of 8 strips, you'll be able to get 2 blocks each of Block 1 and Block 2, and then one 3rd block that is a combo of both. (See photos below)

There are many ways you can put these blocks together – that’s just one way!

Original Tutorial is Here
Basic Color Jelly Rolls Are Here
Blender Jelly Rolls Are Here

Aqua/Light Blue Blender & Purple/Lavender Blender were used in photos below.

The following approximate sizes and quantities are without borders!

Baby - 40 x 40 - Layout 4 x 4 - 16 blocks - 32 strips – (2) 20-strip jelly rolls

Lap - 50 x 50 - Layout 5 x 5 - 25 blocks - 40 strips - (2) 20-strip jelly rolls

Twin - 60 x 90 - Layout 6 x 9 - 54 blocks - 88 strips – (6) 20-strip jelly rolls, 3 each of (2) single color (like purple/lavender, or mixed greens, etc) blenders or basics, OR (5) 2-Color Blender Rolls

Full - 70 x 90 - Layout 7 x 9 - 63 blocks - 104 strips – (6) 20-strip jelly rolls

Queen - 90 x 110 - Layout 9 x 11 - 99 blocks - 160 strips – (8) 20-strip jelly rolls

King - 110 x 110 - Layout 11 x 11 - 121 blocks - 200 strips – (10) 20-strip jelly rolls

Again, this is just one way of putting this quilt together – as you’ve seen in the diagonals Inspirations book, you can use lots of colors, prints, and layouts, not just two-color diamonds like I’ve done. However the number of strips needed will be the same regardless of how you put your fabrics together if you’re going to make diamonds.
Block 3
Sample layout for lap size: